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he shows  human anatomy of BG;  striatum  caudate  putamen and GP - glob pallidi;

Parkinson = PD;  Huntington's Dis = HD; dystonia

intro by Alex Goddard;

he started his studies (years ago ) in medium spiny neurons  = MSNs
  these are  95 to98% of striatal neurons...
they are GABAergic neurons...


direct path is dopaminergic;  indirect is...

Roger Albin and DeLong  id'd  classical model of BG circuit.

Cortex goes to  Striatum via either D1 or D2 pathways

excit drive onto D1  causes  incr inhib of SNretic and that disinhibits  thalamus (increases mvmt)
(SNretic = subst. nigra, pars retic.)

in contrast  D2 (indirect path)  suppresses mvmt

deep brain stim  aims to ameliorate imbalance btwnt the two...


Key Qs:

1)  are increases in firing rate of direct MSNs and indirect MSN sufficient to regulate behavior?

they do slice studies...

he shows various transgenic mice..  with various  fluorphores and ChR2...(channel rhodopsin)

we can drive MSNs in vivo....


can drive with ChR2  ...10 fold higher rates than their basal rate...

see Kravitz Nature 2010...

what is the effect of driving MSNs in vivo...
he shows a movie....


turn (fiberoptic) light off and behavior is suppressed.. rigid  but turn light on and mouse is exploring and active...

opposite effect with D2 pathway  (indirect pathway)  indirect path...  FREES up mouse  (opposite of  D1... direct path)

these are HUGE effects!!! obvious in video!!   somewhat validates classical model...

he shows results  (from Kravitz 2010 paper)  fantastic!!

(can lesion animals with 6 OH-DA)...  is similar to D2 activation...

indirect pathway stim can almost  mimic  PD state (and sims  ablation by 6 OHDA)


so that answers Q1:  r incr in firing rate of dMSN and iMSNs suffic to regulate motor behavior...


Q2:  to answer:  use    can record for a month... epoxy to its head;  microfibers;

Using optogenetics to id  MSN subtypes during in vivo recordsins in mice...

want to find out which neurons  are actually firing with this expt...

generate histograms of instant firing rates during baseline...
he shows res in progress...

look at mouse in open field arena...

divide mouse mvmt into  locomot, rearing, grooming, sniffing, resting, freezing....

above 5 cm/sec  mouse is running... automat  quantif of  firing rate with motion...

firing rates of neurons are tightly correl with speed of animal...

huge r**2 values...  they are recording from 132 neurons... very obvious  correl with speed of animal...

but it is NOT true that  direct fires more with incr speed and indirec is suppressed... NOT TRUE!

rather... you need both... they need to be coordinated (the  direct and indirect path)

see Lex Kravitz, Finucane and Pollard et al..

so,  is the classic model correct...  maybe not...

***
do depletion with 6OHDA  to do unilateral lesion in mice...
but... surprise... NO change in firing rate in d1 and d2 pathways.. but
we DO see disrupted  spike timing in 6-OHDA...
(reminds me of Buzsaki findings in CA3 to CA1 )

firing rate model is highly oversimplified (his conclusion)  it is NOTrate changes  (but rather coordination of firing)

3)  what is the normal role of BG in behavior....

****
Thorndike puzzle box...  cat needs to learn to press lever to get to fish in bowl outside of cage...
model of operant condit  (skinner etc)

1) info abt context box is xmt to straitum via thalamus and cortical afferents

2) reward outcome is transmitted by striatum via dopamine afferents

3)  striatal DA strengthens  reward path...

if  succes the  SNc  fires with reward... reinforces behavior that led to that reward...

if  negative outcome then  D2  gets stimed  (hypothesis)  with punishment or no reward...


let mouse cell stim  if it does instrumental behvior...

have animal touch trigger and then  stim (using ChR2) to stim D1 neurons... try to induce Hebbian assoc.


within 5 mins  (he shows  mouse movie)

animal keeps coming back to laser  lever to stim  D1 pathway (optogenetically)  !!!

how abt D2  pathway... might it cause  animal to AVOID  that behavior...


again shows a movie in which laser activates D2 pathway...  ? aversive....


it is clear that  Activation of Direct pathway is suffic for Reinforcement Learning.

he also shows  D2 (indirect activ)  laser expt...  it does cuz fall off of  lever press but only last about one day...

****  3 days of training with direct pathway  leads to very long lived training  (over > 2 weeks)

*****

PD  patients that are off DA drugs learn better from aversive outcomes

but PD pts  on DA agonists (ie either tonic activators of D2 receptors0
  display insensity to aversive  outcomes (eg compulsive gambling)

similarly  HD pts  have  less fear responses... more risk-taking behavior...

SUMMARY:

1)  optogen activation of direct MSN leads to incr mvmt... activ of iMSN leads to decreased mvmt

Lex Kravitz is now an NIH  investigator at  NIDDK...

comment :  credit assignment... if delay is too long...  (from bill n)


his A to my Q abt phase encoding....  we record too few cells... cannot study timing that easily...

***
is DA modulating  LTP in  striatum?  (rob m asks... he says evid is incred weak)


